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Governing as an Engineering Problem:
The Political Economy of Swedish Success
Sven Steinmo

Sweden is once again attracting the attention of scholars and pundits
from around the world because of its apparent ability to pull together
high levels of economic growth and remarkably egalitarian outcomes.
Indeed, in the context of the most recent economic crisis sweeping the
globe, Sweden stands out as one of the most successful countries in
Europe in terms of fiscal resilience and economic growth. 1 Swedes are
clearly very satisfied with their system, one that many consider among
the most 'democratic' in the world. Certainly fiscal stress, economic competition and demographic change are constraining the choices available
to leaders in all rich democracies, but it appears that the straightjacket
has a much looser fit in Sweden. The quetion is, why?
In this chapter I will argue that it is important to distinguish between
· Sweden's decision-making institutions and its egalitarian welfare state.
While these two are related, they need to be understood separately
- particularly if we want to appreciate the modern Swedish political
economy. The first should be understood as a decision-making model,
while the second is a set of policy outcomes. I argue that the 'Swedish
model' rests on a particular decision-making regime that, first and foremost, has been highly centralized. I will describe how the system works
more specifically below, but it is central to realize that the Swedish
decision-making model gives enormous policy autonomy to political and
administrative elites.
All democratic countries face what I call a 'democratic dilemma':
the legitimacy of the system is based on two conflicting principles. On
the one hand, a democratic system is a system in which the citizens or
voters ultimately direct public policy. In a good democracy we believe
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the government will be responsive to the desires and demands of the
citizens. At the same time, however, all governments' legitimacy is based
on their efficacy. Can they get things done? These conflicting principles/
demands present rather difficult tensions in all democratic states. The
more responsive the political elite is to the short-term preferences of the
citizens, the less likely the government will be to make choices that are
in the interest of the whole of society and/or in the system's long-term
self-interest. It is my contention that, for particular contingent historical
reasons, Sweden was able to find a balance between these competing
goals of efficiency and efficacy.
In sum, if we step back from the particular choices and specific public
policies pursued by Sweden and Swedish elites over the past decades,
this country's success must be understood as a product of the fortuitous
combination of the fact that (a) the institutional design has offered the
elite enormous political and policy autonomy and (b) an elite political
culture worked to build a largely egalitarian, efficient and universalist
welfare state.
In the first part of this chapter, I will discuss several of Sweden's historic policy initiatives, demonstrating that these institutional innovations
are best understood as technical solutions to planning problems. As Hugh
Heclo pointed out many years ago, the major initiatives driving Swedish
public policy were the product not of mass politics, where citizens rose to
demand policies, but rather of elite decision-makers puzzling over policy
dilemmas and promoting technical solutions to what they understood as
technical problems: governing was seen as an engineering problem. I will
then briefly discuss the politics of the mid-1970s and early 1980s, a period
in which Swedish politics became more ideological and political. This was
the era of the famous 'wage-earner funds' with which the Swedish left
hoped finally to realize the ambition of socializing the Swedish economy.
I will argue that this period broke the back of the Swedish model. As a
result, the country's political economy went into decline.
Finally, I will examine the political economy of Sweden in recent
years, which by virtually all accounts has witnessed a renewal. I will
discuss some of the policy initiatives that have apparently helped rebuild
Sweden's economic success. My central argument, however, is that at
the core of the country's rediscovered success is a return to traditional
technocratic policy-making. Today a centre-right government has taken
on the role of the nation's engineers.
I argue that the unique features of the Swedish political economy are
the product of a particularly successful brand of social democracy that
was invented by a particularly technocratic and remarkably autonomous
governing elite. In rather fundamental ways, Sweden's government has
long been quite different from the more populist governments found in
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some other parts of Europe. I do not mean to suggest that there have been
no politics in Sweden, nor do I believe that it does not have a democratic
system. Huge political forces have been at work here, as elsewhere in
Europe during the twentieth century. But Sweden's relatively homogeneous culture, small population, peculiar electoral institutions, rapid
industrialization and wartime neutrality offered this country's elite an
unusual degree of political autonomy which made it possible for them to
construct an unusual egalitarian market economy (Steinmo 2010).

1 Corporatism not socialism
Many people believe that Sweden developed a successful 'socialist'
economy within the capitalist world. This is simply wrong. Sweden has
never been socialist but, rather, has been one of the most successful
market-based economies in the world. The key to its economic success is
that its political economy was adapted to the needs and demands of international capitalism. Rather than fight against capitalism and capitalists,
the Swedish Social Democrats decided to work with the system.
Swedish neo- (or social) corporatism has been the subject of innumerable analyses over the years. In this system, representatives from
the major union federation (LO), the major employer federation (SAF)
and the government - which essentially meant elites from the Social
Democratic Party (SAP) - met regularly and consistently to negotiate
major decisions about future developments in the Swedish political
economy. 2 It is sometimes less appreciated that this system was built
within the context of an electoral system that was specifically designed to
protect those in power at the time. In the early decades of the twentieth
century, the ruling conservative elite constructed a complicated set of
electoral rules, called the 'Conservative Guarantee'. These electoral rules
divided the mandates for the Upper and Lower chambers of the Riksdag
(Parliament) in such a way that several electoral cycles would pass before
the control of both chambers would change hands following changes
in the popular vote. The intention was to create an electoral system in
which the vote of the people would be muted so that the Conservative
government would be in a better position to protect its interests (Castles
1978: 115). Unsurprisingly, the Social Democrats fought against these
electoral rules at the time, understanding that they would advantage
the then ruling Conservative parties. What they failed to see, however,
was that, once they gained power, these same rules would work to their
advantage (see Steinmo 2010: 47-9).
This unusual electoral system shaped the political logic of all political
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actors and special interests. Whereas in a: classical single-member district
electoral system, relatively small changes in citizens' vote choices could
result in significant changes in government, in the Swedish case governments were more insulated. Since all actors understood this basic fact,
interest groups (known as 'social partners') on all sides had powerful
incentives to compromise and deal with the government in power - and,
from the mid-1930s to the mid-1970s, that government was the Social
Democrats.
This system thus enabled quite a small group of leaders from the
major economic interests in society to meet regularly under a fairly
consistent set of expectations about the political future. This stability
was clearly the foundation of what became known as the 'Politics of
Compromise' (Rustow 1955). These elites would typically rely heavily
on the professional advice of experts. Indeed, there are few countries in
the world that have relied as heavily on expert commissions to address
complicated or politically difficult policy issues. Even outside the famous
Statens Offentliga Utredningar (SOU) process, it was commonplace to
bring together the various 'social partners' with experts to seek out technical solutions to common problems. Once again, given the remarkable
stability of the political system, there were few incentives for any of the
partners to defect.
In effect, a S)•mbiotic relationship developed between the organizations representing big business and big unions, and these also tolerated
a powerful state. Specific policies favouring unions 3 were part of the
system, as were policies that encouraged the concentration of capital
and effectively discriminated against small business and entrepreneurs
(Steinmo 2010).
The irony is that Sweden was largely able to achieve the highly egalitarian and progressive social and economic outcomes it did precisely
because its political and economic elite (including the union elite) has
been stable and remarkably isolated from the daily public pressures
that confront political leaders in most other democratic nations. Ernst
Wigforss, Sweden's famous and powerful minister of finance from 1932
to 1949, called this 'planmiissig hushallning' (systemic management). 4
Certainly, many factors contributed to Sweden's economic success in
the 1950s and 1960s. But three particular policy choices stand out as
significant. First, the Swedes embraced the famous Rehn-Meidner model
of the labour market, in which unions and employers set national wage
deals that explicitly and intentionally worked to squeeze out companies
and sectors that could not afford to pay higher wages. 5 According to this
model, Sweden would maintain an open economy, with low tariff barriers and low subsidies to domestic industry, so that inefficient and/or
low-profit companies would be driven out of business and their resources
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reallocated by the market to more efficient firms. At the same time,
trade unions would hold down wages in the most productive/profitable
sectors (large firms, manufacturing, mining, etc.) and push up relative
wages in the less productive/profitable sectors (textiles, farming, small
firms). The idea was to encourage structural modernization and change
in the economy by literally increasing profits in some sectors while
driving other companies and sectors out of business. At the same time,
the government was expected to invest in an active labour market policy
to be used to help workers who were displaced to new jobs, industries
and even locations. 6 In many ways this story is well known. What is
less often appreciated, however, is the fact that this system, invented by
two labour-union economists, strongly advantaged the biggest and most
successful capitalists at the same time that it forced workers to bear the
costs of economic adjustment. Whereas leftist political leaders in most
other countries were demanding policies to protect workers from the
market, Swedish elites passed policies that specifically exposed them to
the market and demanded that they adjust to its demands, while allowing
the richest capitalists in the nation to reap the short-term benefits.
Second, the Social Democrats effectively cut a deal with capital in
which it was agreed that the government would build welfare-state programmes but would not tax capital or capitalists heavily. I discuss this
at length elsewhere, so I will not elaborate here, other than to point out
that, because of some very generous tax expenditures, Swedish capital
enjoyed one of the lightest tax burdens in the advanced world, while
Swedish workers bore the heaviest tax burden in the world (Steinmo
2002). For example, in the late 1950s the Social Democrats introduced
consumption taxation even though there was no immediate fiscal pressure on the Treasury for these revenues. Unsurprisingly, the labour
unions and the working class in general were opposed to the introduction
of a new tax that explicitly would burden them the most. But the government persevered and was able to push through this regressive tax despite
opposition from its own constituents (Steinmo 1993 ).
Finally, the government chose to initiate measures that encouraged women to enter the labour market instead of bringing in foreign
workers to help meet the exploding demand for labour Uordan 2006).
It is important to see that labour-union members (as opposed to their
elite representatives) did not demand these policies and for the most part
opposed such ideas. Nor were these measures the product of the women's
movement, which had yet to emerge. Instead, the government understood that there would be a shortage of labour as the economy expanded.
Historic commitments to immigrant workers from Finland and Norway
meant that, under Swedish law, a guest worker could relatively easily
apply for and be granted permanent residence. Thus the idea of import-
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ing 'temporary' guest workers from Turkey, as the Germans had done,
for example, was not a reasonable option. The government knew that
Swedish law and tradition would have prevented them from kicking
these workers out of the country if and when the economy retracted.
Admitting women to the workforce, the Ministry of Finance concluded,
would develop a more flexible labour force that would also prove to have
fewer social problems for society.?
To be sure, these were unusual choices. One would not expect a
Social Democratic government in the 1950s (or their labour-union allies)
to agree to or to implement policies that explicitly increased taxes on
working families and on consumption, especially when, at the same time,
national wage deals were holding down wages in the most economically profitable sectors of the economy. It was no less surprising for a
party to pass tax laws that effectively discriminated against traditional
working-class families (where women traditionally did not work outside
the home) in favour of middle-class families. But by the 1950s there was
a very strong belief that the government could and should actively intervene in society to help make the economy more efficient, competitive and
successful.
This system did not redistribute wealth from capital to workers in the
normal sense of taking wealth or income from the rich or from enterprise
to pay for programmes benefiting the workers or the poor. Instead, it
was designed to facilitate economic growth and thereby produce wealth
and income from which the working class could benefit through higher
(albeit moderated) wage increases. Social investment was generous, and
Sweden invested heavily in education, health care, housing and childcare.
This was a moderate welfare state by international standards; however,
these programmes were financed not by redistributive taxation but by the
working and middle classes themselves.
These arrangements clearly worked to help build and modernize an
internationally competitive and dynamic economy that produced high
and stable profits and a growing standard of living. By 1970, Sweden
had become one of the richest countries in the world and had achieved
this while also building one of the most egalitarian societies in the
West. It had nearly eliminated poverty and had educated one of the
most dynamic and flexible workforces found in any capitalist economy,
all while achieving high levels of economic growth. At the same time,
Swedish capitalists became some of the most successful in the world. The
arsenal of devices developed over the years worked to concentrate this
small country's capital and labour resources in the hands of a remarkably
small number of people. It was widely reported, for example, that the
Wallenberg family holdings alone accounted for more that 30 per cent of
private industrial employment in Sweden.
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Rather than creating some kind of soft socialism, the Social Democrats
in Sweden managed to build a highly competitive form of capitalism.
This system was explicitly market-enhancing and eschewed most of the
more radical policies of the left that were common in much of the rest
of Europe. Instead of nationalizing industries to protect workers, Swedes
implemented policies that pushed the weakest industries out of business
and then financed programmes designed to make the workers more flexible and better trained for new jobs. The welfare state, in this sense, was
intended not to compensate for the market but rather to help make it
more efficient and more competitive. The famous active labour market
policies in Sweden, then, did not decommodify labour; on the contrary,
they in effect made Swedish labour a higher-value commodity.
One should also note that there is no evidence to suggest that there was
corruption in these arrangements. Clearly, the Social Democrats, and the
labour unions for that matter, had come to believe that cooperating with
capitalists and employers would increase national wealth. But this did
not imply that they had abandoned their beliefs in a more fair or equal
society. Moreover, as Sweden became more economically successful,
more and more Swedes moved into the middle class. There is considerable disagreement among academics as to why the Social Democrats
increasingly came to argue for and develop policies that benefited the
whole of society, rather than just the traditional working class (Castles
1978; Korpi 1983; Swenson 1989). For our purposes here, however,
their motivations do not matter. Whereas the welfare state in many other
European democracies is an explicit redistributive system that takes
from one group (or sometimes takes from the whole) to give to another
group (such as male breadwinners or pensioners) the welfare policies that
Sweden built took from everyone and gave back to everyone. This model
proved to be the most egalitarian in the world.
The many benefits of this system were plain enough to average
Swedes. Their lives improved in significant and obvious ways, and this
reinforced people's trust both in the system and in elites. Swedish society
was becoming a middle-class society, and this middle class enjoyed
what they were getting (even if they hadn't really demanded it). Perhaps
unsurprisingly, then, the Social Democrats were rewarded with repeated
electoral victories.

2 From planning to politics: the end of the Swedish model?
In retrospect, it seems that no sooner had Sweden become recognized
as the premier example of the 'middle way' than its system began to
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crack. There is insufficient space in this essay to detail the evolution of
the changes in the Swedish political economy from the 1970s through
the 1980s, but a few general points can be noted so that we may better
understand the new context in which policy began to change direction in
the 1980s and 1990s.
The beginning of the end can be traced back to the early 1970s.
Certainly the watershed event was a massive wildcat strike beginning in
the iron mines in the north of Sweden (Kiruna) in 1969. This strike was
exceptional because it was from the heart of the working class against
the union organization and their political allies in Stockholm. Though
the strike itself was eventually settled in favour of many of the miners'
demands, the more basic accusations implied left serious doubts in the
minds of the labour movement and the socialist leadership. What kind of
union, and what kind of social democracy, would workers have to strike
against?
These doubts led to significant self-examination and rethinking both
within the party and inside the LO: unions became less quiescent and
began to demand higher wages from employers in their national negotiations, more public spending from the Social Democratic government, and
more explicitly redistributive (populist) tax measures. At the same time,
the Social Democratic Party itself (at least significant portions of the left
within the party} came to question its own legitimacy. Several substantial
changes grew out of this self-examination: first, in 1974 the government
introduced a constitutional change that was intended to make Swedish
democracy more direct and more responsive to citizens. 8 Second, the
LO began to demand structural changes in the economy, resulting in
the implementation of a series of policies (including health and safety
policies), but the most significant proposals were the demands for worker
co-determination and the now famous 'wage-earner funds'. The wageearner funds were certainly the most controversial of these proposals;
their basic idea was that huge funds would be collected (to be financed
through increases in both profits taxes and wage taxes) and would then
be used to buy out the capital market. Though never fully implemented,
the idea behind this policy was to realize the socialist ideal of workers
owning the means of production.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Swedish capital came to believe that the LO
and the Social Democrats could no longer be trusted. At the same time,
as Olof Ruin points out, 'at the parliamentary level the most important
development in the 1970s, parallel to the new constitution, was the
weakening of the executive.' Because of this weakening, he argues, the
government was less able 'to take unpopular decisions' and to 'distance
itself from special interests' (Ruin 1981).
The most obvious consequence of this new politics was a dramatic
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expansion in public spending, on the one hand, and decreased investment
and private economic growth, on the other. Between 1960 and 1980,
the scope of public spending expanded dramatically. Public expenditure
on subsidies and transfers specifically grew from 9.3 per cent of GDP
in 1960 to 16.2 per cent of GDP in 1970, and 30.4 per cent of GDP in
1980 (Tanzi and Schuknecht 2000: 31). Wage inflation shot up at the
same time, with per hour labour costs growing at a rate of up to 17 per
cent per annum in 1974 and 22.2 per cent per annum in 1975 (Lindbeck
1997). Economic growth stagnated and grew negative for several years
in the late 1970s and early 1980s. In response to these macro-economic
trends, the government was forced repeatedly to devalue the currency. 9
While these devaluations provided short-term relief for Swedish exporters, it was becoming increasingly clear that their gains were quickly being
eaten away by higher wage demands. This cycle was both unproductive
and unequal, for not all segments of society could recoup these losses on
equal terms.
By the early 1980s, many members of the Swedish economic eliteboth within the Ministry of Finance and in the economic profession more
generally - viewed these developments as both an economic/fiscal crisis
and a crisis of confidence. Whereas in the past these elites had believed
they could manage their economy quite effectively, now they were more
and more convinced that such management was no longer possible. 10
Entities that were once thought of as labour market partners were progressively regarded as simply 'interest groups'. The political system of the
earlier era had insulated the fiscal elite and given them enormous policy
autonomy, but now the political demands on both the tax side and the
spending side were becoming increasingly difficult to shut out.H
The key player at the time was the minister of finance, Kjell Olof
Feldt, who began publicly to question the long-term viability of the
system that was evolving. He and his advisors believed that Sweden
faced three huge policy problems: first, a steady stream of reports had
demonstrated the economic inefficiencies and redistributive inequities of
the extant system (Sverenius 1999). 12 Of course there was some variation in arguments and nuance, but during the 1980s it became virtually
conventional wisdom among the economic elite, both inside and outside
government, that the structure of the tax system was by now creating far
too many problems for the economy. Second, the system was a major
contributor to the wage and price inflation that was wreaking havoc
on Swedish competiveness and thereby encouraging Swedish capital to
abandon the country (Moses 2000). Third, the very high rates in the
income tax system were now hitting even average workers. As a result,
the system created incentives for people to cheat and engage in unproductive activities (such as buying a yacht) simply for tax reasons. These
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inequities also led others to question the fairness of Swedish society. The
most important issue in Feldt's view was trust (Ahlquist and Engquist
1984; Feldt 1991; Sjoberg 1999).
By the early 1980s, the average industrial worker was suffering under
a marginal income tax of over 50 per cent. Social democracy required
a degree of social solidarity, and the obviously increasing abuse of the
benefits system was making average Swedes doubt the efficacy of the
system. Gunnar Myrdal (1982), one of Sweden's most prominent Social
Democratic economists, sounded the alarm when he published an article
on tax policy in which he worried that Sweden was becoming et folk av
fifflare (a land of cheaters).
In sum, by the late 1970s and early 1980s, Sweden was in a process
of undergoing substantial changes both in its political decision-making
institutions and in the relationship between citizens and their state
institutions. The Swedish model appeared to be crumbling.
It is worth pausing in our narrative a moment to consider the state of
affairs at the end of the 1980s and in the early 1990s. We can perhaps
now look back at this period of Swedish history as one of learning and
restructuring. At the time, however, many thought that the 'Swedish
experiment' was over (Lindbeck 1997). Those who argued in this
direction had plenty of evidence on their side, of course. The Swedish
economy was lagging behind its competitors, investment was down, the
government was running high levels of debt, Sweden was confronting an
ominous population crisis, and citizens appeared to be losing confidence
in their government.

3 The return of the technocrats: re-establishing the Swedish
model
There are several explanations for what happened in the following years
to turn Sweden around. Subsequent governments made specific policy
choices that clearly turned out to be very apposite: the tax system was
radically restructured; the pension system was reformed; significant
investments were made in families and children; and a long series of
market-enhancing reforms were introduced in a wide array of public
arenas, from the post office to primary school education. These reforms
have been very important in helping the system become more competitive and dynamic in the context of a globalizing international economy,
but to focus on the specific policies or budgetary priorities would still
miss a significant part of the story. As important as these choices were,
they were built upon a foundation of (a) a political system that offered
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policy-makers sufficient autonomy to make long-term decisions even
when these might offend some of their most powerful constituents; (b)
a relatively egalitarian social/economic structure; and (c) a remarkably
efficient and non-corrupt political and administrative system (what is
known as 'quality of government'). These three factors have worked
together to reinforce citizens' trust both in their institutions and among
themselves. In the next several pages I will offer a narrative of how this
came together.
In the later years of the 1990s, conflict among Social Democratic elites
and conflicts between the SAP and the labour unions became ever more
open and public. The eventual result was that, even though the Social
Democrats were still the largest party in the Riksdag after the 1991
election, they could not form a government. The Moderate Party was
asked to step to the plate and form a minority government; the Social
Democrats implied that they would not work to undermine the new
government and would help support the Moderate Party in important
legislation.
This was a particularly inauspicious time to come to government in
Sweden. The financial and property markets were obviously overheated,
the country's economic performance continued to decline, domestic
productive investment was at a historic low, public and private debt
was skyrocketing, and the currency was under extreme pressure from
international speculators. Despite these challenges, it is fair to say that
this government (with the explicit support of the Social Democratic elite)
pursued a set of policies that helped the Swedish economy regain its
footing and ultimately helped rebuild citizens' confidence in government.
We cannot detail all the policies pursued in these years, but three major
reforms stand out. The first of these is the comprehensive overhaul of the
Swedish tax system. 13 The second is the successful management of the
largest banking crisis in the nation's history, in which the government
nationalized several banks and effectively took over the industry until
it could be rebuilt and restabilized. The third is the adoption of what is
widely considered to be the world's most comprehensive and forwardlooking social security reform, which by virtually all accounts is both
socially equitable and fiscally sustainable.
The social security reform and the banking crisis will be discussed
briefly below, but what is important to note here is that these three cases
shared one basic pattern: 14 a massive policy problem was approached
as a technical issue, which was eventually (indeed remarkably quickly)
solved through close and ongoing relationships between the key actors
in the political system and/or the political economy. In each case, a very
small group of actors engaged with the problem and produced technical
solutions that were then passed on to the government, which then pre-
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sented the legislation to the Riksdag. In each case, the conforming laws
passed through Parliament with little significant controversy because the
package had already been agreed to by the key elites representing the
main parties. The meetings on social security reform were held behind
closed doors, whereas tax reform (not discussed here) was a somewhat
more open process. But, in each case, the key to the story was that a very
small group of elite individuals were able to meet for a sustained period
of time, negotiate over the technical features of a reform proposal, and
finally put together a package that would not be subject to subsequent
logrolling or legislative riders.
3.1 Social security reform: elite power behind closed doors

All advanced countries in the late twentieth century faced a looming
demographic and fiscal problem. Sweden's problem was in fact worse
than that of almost any other state. To put it bluntly, there were too
many old people who felt they deserved very generous lifetime pension
benefits and too few young people who earned too little money to fund
their parents' and grandparents' benefit packages. The short-term answer
to this dilemma in Sweden, as elsewhere, was borrowing. In the long
term, however, the demographic picture would have been so out of
balance that borrowing was not a sustainable option. By one UN estimate, pensioners would equal 54 per cent of the working-age population
of Sweden by 2050 (Roberts 2003 ).
These demographic trends are fiscal issues because of the expectation
on the part of most citizens that they have paid into a social security
system from which they should be able to collect as they retire. In almost
all countries, this is a fiscal illusion. We do not pay into a tangible fund
that is just sitting there and waiting for us to collect from it in our old
age; instead, social security is a system of intergenerational income
transfer. Current workers pay social security taxes that go more or less
directly into the benefit cheques of their retired parents and grandparents
-even if the recipients are fundamentally richer than the payees (Chapel
et al. 2005).
By the late 1980s, policy-makers around the world were keenly aware
of the 'aging society' problem, but in most cases political leaders were
deeply constrained by the fact that past commitments (both explicit
and implicit) made to retirees prevented them from making cutbacks in
benefits, at the same time as rising economic pressures cautioned against
increasing social insurance taxes. This was a classic case of 'democracy
in straightjackets'.
The Swedes, true to form, approached the problem by appointing a
commission. 15 I will not detail the entire reform here, but two factors
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stand out. 16 First, the social pension system was divided into two parts:
a basic guaranteed pension and an individual retirement account. In
keeping with the basic principles of the universal welfare state, the new
programme guarantees all citizens a basic and decent standard of living
once they reach the age of retirement- whatever their work history. 17 In
addition to and on top of the basic pension system, citizens born after
1954 will enrol in a defined-contribution scheme (a 'premium pension')
that bears a remarkable resemblance to the privatized social security plan
promoted by President Bush. In this system, 2.5 per cent of the social
insurance tax goes to an individually owned pension account that is then
invested by (or for) the income earner. Individuals, upon retirement, will
collect from their funds in the form of an annuity, but, clearly, the longer
a person pays into the system, the higher the benefits. The second important aspect of this radical reform was to build in what was called a fiscal
balancing mechanism: the benefits in the basic pension would be tied
directly to current contributions. Thus, as wages increase (or stagnate),
so do benefits. In short, retirees benefit from the growth of the Swedish
economy but do not have their benefits increased unless the society at
large sees a growth in income.
This reform has drawn enormous interest and approval both within
Sweden and around the world, because, by most accounts, it has solved
the critical fiscal dilemma facing all advanced countries at the same time
as it protects the elderly from falling into poverty as they age. 18 Because
this new system offers strong incentives for workers to stay in the
labour market longer and also directly ties old-age benefits to economic
performance, it is expected to be fiscally viable in the long run. Few
advanced societies can make this claim.
Bo Konberg, one of the key architects behind the reform, summed up his
view of the process this way: 'In the Swedish literature the 1994 agreement
has sometimes been described as the great pension compromise [pensionskompromissen] ... no party achieved exactly what it wanted, rather
everyone had to give and take' (Sclwyen 2011). It is important to understand that what was agreed upon is fiscally sustainable because it takes
benefits away from current and future retirees. In other words, Konberg
and his small commission were able to impose costs on very powerful
constituents. But, because of Sweden's long-term deference to power and
authority, they were able to achieve a policy solution about which most
countries' elites could only dream. Sweden was able to deal with this very
difficult set of political issues by depoliticizing them and treating them as
technical matters. By insulating the policy-makers from the demand pressures of public constituencies, the commission was thus able to propose
practical solutions. The demographic/fiscal crisis bearing down on Sweden
was averted largely because it was taken out of the political arena.
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4 How to deal with a financial crisis
A second example of the Swedish policy-making system at work in the
1990s can be seen in the way in which the centre-right minority government dealt with the massive banking and financial crisis it confronted in
1992, almost immediately upon entering office. The Iiew government's
first response was to bring together experts from across the financial
and political spectrum. It may well have been reasonable to expect these
political leaders to try to run from the impending crisis or to blame the
economy's problems on the past government. They chose instead to
intervene decisively in the financial markets, inject liquidity, provide
guarantees for doubtful loans, and ultimately steer the recovery process
in a transparent way. They were able to achieve these remarkable policy
ends with the political support of virtually all opposition parties. In the
end, the recovery in the banking system and the larger economy was
quick and the costs to the budget were relatively minimal.
How was this done? Bo Lundgren, the minister for economic affairs at
the time and in charge of responding to the crisis, gathered his key advisors, as well as the leader of the Social Democratic Party at the time, and,
in his words, 'put together a package'. The ministry quickly realized that
extant Swedish law gave failing financial institutions six months to consolidate before the government could take them over. They understood
that, during a crisis, such a long period before the government could
act would give the errant managers and capitalists time to disperse their
assets. Decisive government action was essential. The solution was to
go to Johan Munck, the then president of the Swedish High Court, and
ask him to draft a new law that would give the government the right to
seize a bank's assets without the waiting period. With the support of the
Social Democrats, Lundgren and his advisors then pushed the new law
through Parliament in a shortened period which speeded up the legislative procedure, and the bill became law in just three weeks. From that
point on, financial institutions understood that the government had both
the tools and the intent to take whatever means were necessary to defend
the economy, and not just the banksY
The government injected equity capital directly into the banks which
they felt had a chance of surviving, whereas banks that had no prospects of recovering and becoming profitable in the medium term were
simply allowed to go bankrupt (Englund 1999: 91). When Lundgren
was asked whether he felt much pressure from some of the special
interests who would be negatively affected by the 'package' he had put
together, he claimed quite bluntly that 'no one, nobody in government
even approached me like that'. Recalling a personal entreaty made to
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him by SEB bank chairman Kurt G. Olssen, who asked for special dispensation for one of their subsidiary banks, Lundgren responded: 'So I
called Olssen to come up, together with the CEO, and I said, "I'm not
paying anything. Well, perhaps 1 krona." Then he started to say that
his shareholders would take a great loss. So I told him, "That's not my
problem."' 20
Sweden's experience with its banking crisis has been studied by fiscal
authorities around the world. Few, however, have been able to copy
the efficient and straightforward way that this government addressed
its crisis. To be sure, the eventual floating of the Swedish krona and the
subsequent depreciation of currency constituted the main driving force
behind the export-oriented recovery. 21 Moreover, Sweden yet again had
the advantage of timing and was well placed to take advantage of the
world economic expansion of the 1990s. The consequent fiscal expansion acted as an automatic stabilizer for the Swedish economy. The result
was that, whereas the government had carried a massive budget deficit in
1992-4, by 1997 the budget had been balanced, and by the early 2000s
Sweden had begun to pay down its debt Uonung 2009: 12). Indeed, these
years actually witnessed an increase in public spending, despite the fact
that the centre-right government was at the helm.

5 The Social Democrats return
The Social Democrats who returned to office after the three years of
Moderate Party rule were not the same Social Democrats who had held
power for so long before. The damaging fights that had brought the party
down in the late 1990s were not fully resolved, but the new leadership especially under finance minister and then prime minister Goran Persson
(1996-2006)- could be accurately described as technocratic.
Sweden's unofficial governing party quickly set about restabilizing
the financial picture in the country. In many ways these 'socialists' now
accepted the liberal logic that had swept across the globe. They did
indeed cut back several social welfare policies, but careful analysis of
these policies suggests that, rather than slashing programmes wholesale,22 most of the reductions were in fact designed to remove some of the
opportunities for abuse that the stunning generosity of these policies had
created earlier on. 23 'The upshot is that the policy implications from the
case of Sweden are hard to classify on a simple right-left scale', economist Andreas Bergh notes. 'The welfare state survives because it coexists
with high levels of economic freedom and well-functioning capitalist
institutions .... Sweden also demonstrates that it is possible to increase
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economic freedom substantially without dismantling the welfare state'
(Bergh 2010: 15).
This government clearly believed that markets could be more effective
in delivering services than monopolies (even public monopolies), since
they introduced a series of policy reforms designed to create greater competition in the delivery o{public-sector services (see Olesen 2010). At the
same time, however, several reforms were introduced that were explicitly
designed to mitigate the growing inequality in Swedish society, including
an increase in the top marginal rate of tax on very high-income earners
and a 50 per cent reduction in the VAT rate on food. Public spending on
childcare also increased.
By decade's end, Sweden's economic and fiscal situation had improved
markedly: unemployment had been reduced, though not to the levels
common during the heyday of the Swedish model. The budget was now
in surplus. Investment had returned to levels not seen in many years.
GDP growth was now at a healthy and sustainable rate. Instead of using
the budget surpluses to cut taxes on mobile capital, as the right had
demanded and many analysts had predicted would happen, the finance
minister increased public spending on child support yet again and continued using the surplus to pay off Sweden's substantial public debt.
Indeed, the first budget in the new century (2000) was widely heralded
(and decried) as 'a classic Social Democratic budget' (Wettergren 2000).
Interestingly, the government also changed the electoral rules. Once
again, a commission reported and the government obliged. In this case,
the commission argued that the three-year election cycle in force since the
constitutional reform of 1974 had made Swedish politics too vulnerable
to electoral swings and the moods of the public. They recommended a
four-year electoral term. Remarkably, almost no one argued against the
idea, and this major change in the electoral rules passed in the Riksdag
with almost no opposition and very little public discourse.

6 Choosing the best managers
The Social Democratic Party lost its mandate in 2006 and was replaced
in government by a coalition led by the resurgent Moderaterna
(Conservative) Party. This election (and the one that followed in 2010)
should not be misunderstood as a rejection of Swedish social democracy,
however. The Moderate Party, under the leadership of the young and
progressive Fredrick Reinfeld, instead proved exceptionally successful
in convincing the electorate that they would be the best defenders of the
Swedish social democratic state. The sophisticated electoral campaigns
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clearly outshined the Social Democrats and offered voters a vision of
a new party that would defend the traditional Swedish welfare state
while at the same time modernizing it and making it even more efficient.
Calling themselves 'the workers' party of today', the Moderates rejected
traditional left/right categorization by declaring, for example, that they
intended to lower taxes across the board, 'but most importantly for
people who earn low incomes and who therefore need it most'. 24 A prominent Swedish journalist summarized the conservatives' electoral strategy
in the following way: 'But the rebranding was, to a great degree, also a
cloning. "Every promise the Social Democrats make on social welfare,
we will agree to and improve," Reinfeldt said in one of his campaign
speeches' (Engstrom 2006).
Only two years after the centre-right government was elected, the
world economy went into a tailspin. At first this might have seemed
like a repeat of past histories where a conservative government comes
to office only to have to deal with another major economic disaster.
But, unlike most of its European contemporaries, the Swedish gov-.
ernment drew positive lessons from its 1991-2 experience and took
a determinately pro-state approach to addressing the crisis. Instead
of cutting back on public spending and declaring the need for austerity, it declared that it would expand the government and attempt to
inflate the economy. Virtually as soon as it became aware that the crisis
would be deep, the government initiated a stimulus plan that included
significant increases in public spending on infrastructure, education,
active labour market policies, specific supports for the automobile
sector, and tax credits for home repairs and construction. Over the
next year it introduced large increases in state subsidies to municipal
governments, as well as income tax cuts across the board. Once again,
the Social Democrats supported virtually all of these policies (with
the exception of the income tax cuts) and offered policy prescriptions that actually differed little from those proposed by the Moderate
government.
By 2011, these policies were being widely touted as some of the most
effective responses to the global economic crisis found anywhere in the
world. How was this done? Certainly, there are many possible interpretations and many parts to the puzzle. But the key factors appear to be that
Sweden entered the crisis in a strong fiscal position, monitored the crisis
very carefully, and learned its lessons from the banking crisis of 1991-2.
Additionally, as the German group Bertelsmann observed in its comprehensive analysis of the politics and policies pursued by the Swedish
government, there was a high degree of unity between political parties.
Moreover, 'Sweden's democratic system lacks powerful (domestic) veto
players' (Jochem 2010: 9):
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Behind closed doors, cooperation between the government and the
Riksbank functioned smoothly. Additionally, the government expanded
the power of special authorities, which are tasked with coordinating
economic policies between the central government and local/regional
governments. In contrast to the early 1990s, the government struck no
policy deals with the opposition. With its slim majority in parliament, the
current coalition has not been forced to integrate opposition parties into
the policy-making process. (Ibid.: 13)

In the meantime, the Social Democratic Party has been in disarray,
apparently unable to find a clear message to convince voters that they
would be any better at managing or improving social welfare than the
conservatives. Clearly, many think that the government has gone too far
with its market reforms. But the Moderates have :been clever enough to
argue that they have been following the same policy patterns established
by the last Social Democratic government - but have been even more
effective with their reforms.
Even as it espouses pro-welfare-state rhetoric, the conservative coalition government that has now been in power for five years has pursued
a set of policies that have drawn significant scepticism from several
analysts. For example, unemployment benefits and active labour market
policies have been scaled back since 2006 25 in the name of 'making
work pay' (Lindvall 2011). Perhaps more significantly, the Moderates
have made a series of changes to the unemployment insurance system
- a system which had long structurally advantaged organized unions
(Rothstein 1992).26 Although Sweden still has the highest union density
of any country in the world, these reforms have clearly had some effect:
in 2009, union membership in the workforce dropped to 71 per cent,
from 77 per cent in 2006.
In the meantime, the Social Democrats have looked weak and confused. With the left tainted by several personal scandals and lacking a
strong ideological position to confront the centre-right government,27
one increasingly gets the impression that a new governing party has risen
in Sweden.

7 The Svallfors Paradox28
Public support for key social welfare programmes in Sweden has
increased rather than decreased in recent years. Given this fact, it is
scarcely surprising that no major political party is demanding cutbacks
in the welfare state. Even though median-income families pay substantial
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taxes, they also benefit from substantial direct social transfers from the
state. A family at the median income level received nearly SEK40,000
in direct benefits (US$5,000 to $6,000, depending on exchange rates).
These direct cash benefits do not include the value of public education for
their children, national defence or other more indirect benefits advantaging citizens. In short, they pay a lot in, but they also can count on getting
a lot out of the system.
One key to understanding the resilience of the Swedish welfare state is
to appreciate that it is massively popular. As Stefan Kumlin (2002) demonstrates in his fascinating analysis, citizens' attitudes towards public
services depend rather fundamentally on the character and delivery of
those services. Stefan Svallfors, Sweden's leading expert on public attitudes towards the welfare state, summarizes his most recent findings as
follows:
There are two remarkable findings .... One is the sharply increased willingness between 2002 and 2010 to pay more taxes .... The second finding
is that for all listed policies, the proportion that is willing to pay more
taxes is actually larger than the proportion that wants to increase overall
spending for that policy. (Svallfors 2011: 811)
Svallfors concludes the following from his data:
Hence, no corrosive feedback effects from changing welfare policies may
be detected in the Swedish public. It seems rather that the changes in institutional practices and political rhetoric that have taken place in the 1990s
and 2000s have further strengthened middle-class support for the welfare
state. In an ironic twist of fate, market-emulating reforms of the welfare

Table 4.1: Attitudes towards public spending in Sweden, 1997-2010
(%)

Individual willingness to pay taxes for welfare policies.
Willingness to pay more taxes for ...
Medical and health care
Support for the elderly
Support for families with children (child allowances,
childcare)
Social assistance
Comprehensive and secondary schooling
Employment policy measures
Number of respondents
Source: Svalfors (2011: table 2).

1997

2002

2010

67
62
42

65
60
39

75
73
51

29
62
40
1,290

25
61
31
1,075

40
71
54
3,800
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state and the changed political rhetoric of the political right-of-center
completed the full ideological integration of the middle class into the
welfare state. The electoral base for any resistance against a high-tax, highspending, collective welfare state now looks completely eroded. While the
Social Democratic party suffers, the social democratic welfare state thrives.
(Svallfors 2011: 815)

8 Conclusion
In a recent communication, one of the editors of this volume, Wolfgang
Streeck, asked quite bluntly why there was 'so little discontent with
democracy in Sweden'. 29 After all, he noted, in recent years Sweden has
witnessed increased and sustained unemployment (at least in Swedish
terms) and rising inequality (again, in Swedish terms), while at the same
time there have been cutbacks in unemployment benefits and a rollback
in union membership. Could it be, he implied, that the Swedish model is
no longer the 'Swedish model', and that the majority of Swedes are happy
with this?
My answer to this question depends on what one means by the
'Swedish model'. Many have assumed that Sweden has achieved its
remarkable successes by being the most democratic country in the world.
The fundamental assumption underlying much Swedish scholarship
for the past several decades is that, because the outcomes have been
progressive, the process must have been democratic. In my view, this
assumption needs some qualifications. If what we mean by democracy
is a system where the government is highly responsive to the expressed
demands of its citizens, then Swedish democracy over the past decades
must be brought into question. If, however, what we mean by this term
is a political system in which elites may have considerable discretion and
autonomy so that they can pursue what they believe to be the best interests of their citizens, and that the citizens can judge after the fact if these
elites have actually delivered, then Sweden is indeed highly democratic.
There are many reasons to admire the Swedish system. It has provided
remarkably high standards of living for its citizens, it is one of the most
egalitarian political economies in the world, and it has proven to be
resilient and able to adapt remarkably well to a dynamic and competitive
world economy. But there is very little in this analysis that would lead
us to conclude that Sweden has had a particularly responsive political
democracy. Instead, we have seen a history of decisions that have been
made by a talented and progressive elite in favour- and often in advance
-of the country's citizens. Democracy, in Sweden, has effectively meant
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that citizens have the ability to judge the past performance of their
governing elite. For most of the twentieth century, it was the Social
Democrats who governed - and governed well. They were rewarded
repeatedly for their judgements and in the process built a social welfare
state that is massively popular. It appears today, however, that the Social
Democrats have lost the ability to claim that they are the best managers
of the system. Indeed, it is difficult to argue against the current government's performance in recent years. Despite the worldwide recession,
the Swedish economy has posted positive growth and budget surpluses.
Indeed, in 2010 the World Economic Forum declared Sweden the second
most competitive economy in the world. 30

9 A postscript: should we all be Swedes now?
Today we see straightjackets everywhere. The budget constraints, austerity programmes, and vast increases in economic distress witnessed across
the industrialized world might lead one to conclude that what is needed
in Europe are more autonomous governments of the Swedish kind.
Tough decisions are necessary, and political autonomy is the key- or so
the logic goes. In this view, the central problem in Europe today is that
governments have been too responsive to their many constituencies and
clienteles and that democracy needs straightjackets.
But, before we jump to the conclusion that Europe should now follow
a Swedish model (as opposed to the neoliberal American model that was
so popular only a few short years ago), it is important to remember that
the Swedish system was built in a very particular way over a long span
of time. More importantly, it was built within the context of a rather
homogeneous polity that had one of the most concentrated economies in
the world. Within Swedish society, social deference and trust was substantially easier to construct and maintain. Finally, the Swedish system
has operated within, and has worked to reinforce, a remarkably fair and
non-corrupt elite political culture. To try to build such a system in the
larger, more diverse and more conflictual - to say nothing of corrupt
- political economies found in some other parts of Europe strikes this
author, at least, as both dangerous and foolhardy.
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away on 15 August 2011, while this book, with his contribution, was
being prepared for publication.
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